Projects using TEI at the Collaboratory for Research in Computing for Humanities at the University of Kentucky, USA

Neo-Latin Colloquia Project: Creating a variety of materials for the renewed study and enjoyment of neo-Latin colloquia scholastica, Latin language educational texts that date primarily from the 16th and 17th centuries. In addition to TEI encoded texts, we are also developing podcasts of spoken dialogues.

Collectio Dacheriana Project: Still in planning stages, this project will build an edition of the medieval canon law collection Collectio Dacheriana, currently only available in a 1723 print edition.

Latin Lexicography Project: Web-accessible Latin dictionary, initially populated by digitizing and harmonizing the markup of several important Latin lexica with coverage up to about 1850 CE, then growing ever more comprehensive through the assimilation of additional lexica.

Old English Hexateuch Project: Still in planning stages, this project will build an edition of the extensively illustrated tenth-century manuscript, British Library Claudius B iv.

Venetus A Project: This project will build a complete image-based edition of the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana, Venice, Venetus A, a tenth-century Byzantine manuscript containing the earliest copy of Homer’s Iliad plus several layers of annotations.